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            What to Know About 
Investing in Commodities?

        

        
            
                
                    Commodities are the backbone of a country’s economy and include goods
                        that form crucial inputs for several industries. Commodities can be agricultural products or
                        products that are mined or extracted, such as precious metals. They are often traded by
                        producers to ensure regular supply even in turbulent times and by investors to diversify their
                        portfolios. Another reason why commodities trading is popular is that they act as a hedge
                        against inflation. As prices rise, making products expensive, the prices for their raw materials
                        or commodities also increase. Commodity markets are often used as a strategy to offset the loss
                        in purchasing power due to inflation.

                    There are a number of factors or global events that can have a direct
                        impact of the price of commodities. Price sensitivity to country-related, economic, operational
                        and even climatic factors make commodities highly volatile, thereby offering multiple trading
                        opportunities. Specialised knowledge and awareness of the various factors such as liquidity and
                        interest rates are necessary for those looking to trade commodities. 

                    In this article we will talk about ways to trade commodities, where to
                        trade, when to trade and how to manage the risks involved in commodities trading using
                        investment strategies.
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                        Trading commodities began as a simple way of exchanging goods. It
                            has since evolved and it today comparable with financial markets such as the stock market
                            with commodities able to be traded 24 hours a day, 5 days a week. Investors have several
                            options for trading commodities, each providing its own advantages and disadvantages. The
                            initial step is to decide the appropriate route for your commodities trading followed by the
                            necessary course of action. The available options are:

                    

                    
                        
                            Commodity Futures:

                        This option allows traders to enter into futures contracts that are
                            legal agreements to buy or sell a particular commodity at a predetermined price and on a
                            specific date in the future. This method requires the trader to allocate a significant
                            amount of money. Futures trading is done via a futures exchange.

                    

                    
                        
                            Commodity Derivatives:

                        The most popular option to invest in commodities, derivatives offer
                            the advantage of not having to take ownership of the physical commodity. With derivatives,
                            you can simply speculate on the direction of the price movement of a commodity at a specific
                            date in the future. If the price moves according to your prediction, you could earn good
                            returns. 

                    

                    
                        Traders can enter into a derivative contract by paying only a small
                            initial margin to get the right to buy or sell the underlying commodity at a pre-decided
                            price and specific time in the near future. Traders also have the option to settle the
                            contract in cash, instead of taking delivery of the commodity on maturity of the contract.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            [image: ]
                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        Trading in commodities futures requires an investor to open an
                            account with an established and reputable broker offering derivatives trading. Traders can
                            then choose instruments like contracts for difference or CFDs, which not only allow them to
                            speculate on the prices of commodities futures but also make the most of leveraged trading.
                        

                    

                    
                        Physical
                            Purchase

                        The oldest way to invest and trade in commodities is to buy them
                            physically and store them for sale later. Rather than speculation on the price of gold, this
                            option involves the physical purchase of commodities such as gold bullion. One would then
                            have to factor in the expense of storing the commodities and ensuring their safety. Physical
                            purchase can be done directly between the two parties or via established exchanges.

                    

                    
                        
                            Commodity Stocks

                        Another way to gain exposure to commodities is to invest in the
                            stocks of companies involved in the production of a commodity. You can buy stocks of oil
                            refining or drilling companies, those that sell seeds or mine gold. Since the stock prices
                            of these companies follow the price of the underlying commodity, it allows traders to reap
                            the benefits of stock as well as commodities trading. Here too, you will first need to open
                            an account with a trusted broker to start trading.

                    

                    
                        Commodity ETFs (Exchange-Traded
                            Funds), Mutual Funds and Exchange Traded Notes 

                        Commodity ETFs
                            (Exchange-Traded Funds), Mutual Funds and Exchange Traded Notes 

                        This option involves investing in funds that invest in a large
                            portfolio of stocks of different companies that offer commodities exposure or buy futures
                            contracts to track the price of a commodity. Again, trading is done via brokers.

                    

                    
                        Commodity Pools and Managed
                            Futures

                        Commodity
                            Pools and Managed Futures

                        With this option, several investors get together to combine their
                            funds to invest in commodities. These funds work like mutual funds but are not publicly
                            traded. This method may prove to be costly.

                    

                    
                        Once you have finalised the route through which you wish to trade
                            commodities, the next step is to choose a broker to open a trading account with. Opening an
                            account is simple, with easy Know Your Customer (KYC) processes. Once your account is
                            activated, you will need to deposit the specified margin amount to begin trading on the live
                            markets.
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                    The significant volatility in commodities prices ensures that traders
                        get multiple trading opportunities. However, to be successful at trading commodities, it is
                        vital to adopt effective trading strategies that have been tested before or are based on
                        extensive research. Successful traders research commodity markets extensively, while also
                        gaining knowledge of the factors that affect the commodity they wish to trade. They then
                        establish strategies, using a demo account to first test their efficacy before applying them to
                        the live markets.

                    Trading strategies are usually based on fundamental or technical
                        analysis, or a combination of the two. Fundamental analysis involves being up-to-date with
                        various events or economic announcements that can impact commodity prices. This is possible by
                        staying abreast of the latest news and using an economic calendar to follow the release of
                        important economic data that could impact prices. 

                

            

            
                
                    Established brokers offer extensive resources and tools, including the economic calendar,
                        that provide traders with the latest information. In a high-risk market, it is essential to make
                        informed decisions with respect to your investment portfolio.

                    Using a good trading platform is highly useful for traders looking to
                        base their trading decisions on technical indicators. Established platforms like MetaTrader 4
                        (MT4) are equipped with inbuilt tools that make technical analysis easy and fast, thereby
                        allowing traders to make informed decisions. They provide real-time pricing making it east to
                        track price movements, moving averages and trend lines.

                

            

        

    





    
        
            Some of the most popular trading strategies are:

        

        
            
                
                    1. Trade in a Single Niche
                        Commodity

                    Since there are hundreds of commodities being traded at any point of
                        time, it is useful to first determine a niche commodity. You may wish to focus on hard
                        commodities such as gold, palladium or crude oil. Conversely, one may choose to trade soft
                        commodities such as soybeans - an agricultural commodity.

                    If the decision is to trade only in crude oil, one would be able to gain
                        the knowledge and experience required to be successful in a shorter period of time. Staying up
                        to date with oil prices and important information only related to oil companies would take less
                        time than trading in a wide range of asset classes. Irrespective of the commodity chosen,
                        trading needs to be backed by adequate research, aimed at identifying the key trends that could
                        lead to price changes.

                    A trader also needs to identify and study the correlation between the
                        chosen commodity and other trading instruments. For instance, gold and the US dollar have a
                        strong negative correlation, which means that when the USD strengthens, gold price weakens.

                

            

            
                
                    
                        2. Day Trading

                        This required a high level of detailed attention as the commodity
                            market witnesses high intraday volatility. Even a small price fluctuation could offer
                            interesting trading opportunities.

                    

                    
                        3. Range Trading

                        This type of trading requires identification of the support and
                            resistance levels by studying various charts. It involves buying a commodity at the support
                            level, when prices are at the bottom of a specific range, and selling at the resistance
                            level, when prices are at the top of the range. Commodity prices are highly impacted by the
                            law of demand and supply. Higher demand pushes up prices, while increased supply may lead to
                            a price decline.

                        Identifying the factors that could lead to the bottoming of prices
                            or their reaching new highs is crucial for this trading strategy. Traders need to look for
                            oversold or overbought areas on the charts, when a clear trend is not visible.

                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    4. Trading Breakouts

                    This trading strategy is used to capitalise on the short term movements
                        in commodity prices and involves a trader buying just before substantially higher prices or
                        selling just before the price declines significantly. The key to this strategy is successfully
                        identifying a breakout. This strategy is quite effective when a trend is strong and expected to
                        last for a long time but is not recommended for short-term trends.

                

                
                    5. News-based or Fundamental
                        Trading

                    This strategy can be based on both fundamental and technical indicators.
                        Trading decisions are based on weather forecasts and their impact on production levels of a
                        commodity or other announcements that could lead to increased demand. Traders need to spend some
                        time researching and analysing the impact of an event or announcement prior to executing trades.
                        Awareness of the commodity’s origin, its consumer base and future demand are crucial for this
                        trading strategy.

                

            

            
                
                    
                        6. Scalping

                        This strategy aims at capitalising on minor fluctuations in prices.
                            As a result, traders need to be highly alert at all times to identify trading opportunities.
                            In this strategy, the trader enters into several trades in a single day, exiting each
                            position after very short durations. The aim is to earn small profits with each trade. Small
                            duration charts are highly useful for this strategy.

                        A brokerage account with low trading costs is essential with this
                            strategy due to the amount of trades placed. It is also important to remember that no
                            trading strategy can guarantee success. It is useful to regularly review your strategy or
                            even combine two or more strategies to make a trading decision.
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                    Choosing the right platform can ensure that you are
                        able to place your trades quickly, gain access to robust analysis, and have a seamless trading
                        experience. This requires careful consideration of the various platforms available for
                        commodities trading before choosing the right one. 

                

            

            
                
                    While MT4 remains the most popular online trading
                        platform, MT5 is closing the gap, especially among experienced traders. The ability to trade in
                        a larger number of instruments and asset classes from a single account are part of this. The
                        opportunity to use advanced strategies and utilise a greater number of analytical tools are
                        beneficial for those conducting fundamental and technical analysis.

                

            

        

        
            Some of the most attractive features of MT4 that make it the
                most popular platform are:

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            [image: ] 

                            User-Friendly: The platform is offered for free by
                                established
                                        brokers. It is simple to understand and easy to navigate. It provides
                                users with all the information they need to trade an asset under one roof. It is
                                suitable for all types of traders, regardless of whether you rely on fundamental or
                                technical analysis.
                            

                        

                        
                            [image: ] 

                            Compatibility: The platform is compatible with
                                Windows, Android and iOS devices, which means that you can access trading even on the
                                go.

                        

                        
                            [image: ] 

                            Technical
                                    Indicators: MT4 comes with in-built technical indicators that allow users to
                                carry out technical analysis to chalk out a strategy and take positions.

                        

                        
                            [image: ] 

                            Market
                                    Watch: This feature of MT4 offers users insight into the market and the
                                latest trends.

                        

                        
                            [image: ] 

                            Expert
                                    Advisors: These specially written programs allow users to automate trading,
                                based on pre-decided parameters. The EAs can be customised according to an individual
                                trader’s needs and preferences.
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                            Big User
                                    Base: The large user base on this platform ensures that traders get access to
                                many free indicators online that can be incorporated in their trading strategy. It also
                                means that you can find quick solutions online to any problems you may face in using the
                                platform. 
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                            Account
                                    History: The platform provides easy access to all information related to a
                                trading account. This includes all the trades that have been made, with details about
                                the profits and losses too.
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                            Alerts: The Alerts section on MT4 is very useful
                                for staying updated and making informed decisions.
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                            One-Click
                                    Trading: It allows one-click trading from the charts themselves, which makes
                                it highly useful for scalping.

                        

                        
                            [image: ] 

                            Multiple
                                    Languages: It supports multiple languages, allowing traders from different
                                parts of the world to use it effortlessly. In recent years an increase in demand from
                                smaller countries has seen additional languages added.
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                            Option to
                                    Back-Test: It has a unique back-testing functionality that allows traders to
                                test new strategies before applying them in the live markets.
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                    Traders looking to trade commodities by taking advantage of the price
                        volatility tend to favour commodities futures. A basic requirement for trading futures is having
                        adequate funds to buy futures contracts on a big exchange, making it unaffordable for many
                        investors. The problem was resolved with the introduction of commodity CFDs or Contracts for
                                Difference. CFDs allow traders to speculate on commodity prices with only a
                        fraction of the total amount needed to open a position. They are fast emerging as a popular
                        option to trade commodities due to the several advantages they offer. 

                    
                        
                            [image: ]
                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    	
                            CFD brokers offer traders a chance to trade in
                                commodities by entering into trades at prices based on futures contracts. Some brokers
                                also offer CFDs based on spot or market prices, allowing traders to choose according to
                                their trading style.

                        
	
                            CFDs do not involve taking actual possession of the
                                underlying commodity and instead allow you to speculate on the price movements in the
                                future.

                        
	
                            CFD trading is leveraged, which means that a trader can
                                gain much higher exposure than the funds available in their trading account. The trader
                                only has to deposit a small percentage of the overall value of a trade (the margin
                                money), while taking on the entire profit or loss.

                        
	
                            The margin requirement is low in the case of CFDs, as
                                compared to the futures markets, because the latter involves trading in standard lot
                                sizes, which may be out of the reach of small traders. In contrast, CFDs can be traded
                                in smaller lots, allowing better risk management.

                        
	
                            CFDs allow a trader to take both long or buy and short
                                or sell positions, taking advantage of both the rise and decline in the price of the
                                underlying commodity.

                        
	
                            CFD brokers generally do not charge any commissions and
                                instead earn only from the spread, the difference between the bid (selling) price and
                                ask (buying) price.

                        
	
                            The market for the most liquid and highly traded
                                commodities, like oil and natural gas, are open 24 hours on weekdays, which means that
                                CFD trading can be conducted 24 hours a day, 5 days a week.

                        
	
                            Trading in most of the liquid commodities via CFDs is
                                offered by reputable brokers on attractive terms.

                        


                

            

        

        
            Trading commodities via CFDs is a convenient method that requires lower
                investment than others. Choose the commodity that you wish to trade and find a reputable broker that
                offers CFD trading in it. Follow this up by opening a trading account and depositing the margin money.
                It is always useful to first work on a demo account to acclimatise yourself with the trading techniques
                and other nuances of trading CFDs, before investing any real money.
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                    Commodities trading courtesy of high levels of volatility that create a
                        substantial amount of trading opportunities. Commodity prices depend not only on the demand and
                        supply situation but the overall economic scenario, the political situation, the climate,
                        natural disasters, policy issues and many other factors.

                

            

            
                
                    Also, each commodity has a unique profile that needs to be considered
                        while trading. It is essential to have a well-planned strategy that includes risk management
                        measures. Here are some other useful tips for trading commodities:
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                            Commodities trading is not similar to stock trading and requires
                                in-depth knowledge of the various factors that can affect prices. This includes careful
                                consideration of political ties between different nations involved in the production and
                                consumption of a commodity or the impact of a natural disaster or economic fundamentals
                                of a region.
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                            Portfolio diversification is useful with many traders using
                                commodities to hedge risk. 
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                            Do not use a blanket approach for trading all commodities.
                                Instead, identify the factors that influence each commodity and keep track of their
                                impact on prices. Check the timeframes for trading various commodities and the general
                                trends.
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                            Identify the correlations between different commodities and the
                                impact of a change in price of one on the other. The correlation between a commodity and
                                currencies is also useful. For example, an increase in the value of the US dollar tends
                                to have a negative impact on gold prices. Identifying such correlations can help you
                                make informed decisions.
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                            Different commodities have different volatility levels, so try
                                taking larger positions in commodities that are less volatile and smaller positions in
                                commodities that are highly volatile.
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                            Ensure that you base your lot size on the volatility level and
                                not the extent of margin.
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                            Identify the trends. Commodity prices change with the seasons
                                and the consequent demand. Take note of this and plan your trades accordingly.
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                            Use leverage carefully. Excessive use of leverage can result in
                                magnified losses, which could even wipe out your entire trading account. So, it is best
                                to use leverage based on the amount you can afford to lose.

                        
                    

                

            

        

        
            When trading commodities, it is paramount to choose a regulated broker to open
                your trading account with. Regulated
                        brokers not only adhere to all the applicable rules and regulations, but also keep
                client funds separate from their own operating funds. Other things to look at while choosing a broker
                for commodities trading is the trading platform offered, the assets available, the spread, the leverage
                and margin requirements, the resources being offered and the payment terms.
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                DISCLAIMER: This material on this website is intended for illustrative purposes and general information only. 
                    It does not constitute financial advice nor does it take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Commission, interest, platform fees, dividends, variation margin and other fees and charges may apply to financial products or services available from FP Markets. 
                    The information in this website has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. 
                    You should consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs before making any decision about whether to acquire or dispose of any financial product. Contracts for Difference (CFDs) are derivatives and can be risky; 
                    When trading CFDs you do not own or have any rights to the CFDs underlying assets.
                

                

                FP Markets recommends that you seek independent advice from an appropriately qualified person before deciding to invest in or dispose of a derivative. 
                    A Product Disclosure Statement for each of the financial products, as well as our TMD (Target Market Determination), are available from FP Markets and can be obtained either from this website or on request from our offices and should be considered before entering into transactions with us. 
                    FP Markets is a group of companies which include First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS Licence No. 286354), a company authorised and regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), 
                    Registered Address: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets Ltd (registration number HE 372179), 
                    a company authorised and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC Licence number 371/18, Registered Address: Griva Digeni, 109, Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, Cyprus. 
                    FP Markets does not accept applications from U.S, Japan or New Zealand residents or residents from any other country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to those local laws or regulations.
                

                
                Winner of ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ at the Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 

                ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on average 63.56% of the time from 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading accounts only).

                 ^ For MT4/5 only. Terms and conditions apply 

                * The median order execution time between the trade being received, processed and confirmed as executed by us is 29 milliseconds. As observed from our bridge provider between 01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022. FP Markets was rated by Investment Trends as the Best for Quality of Trade Execution 2019  

                 ** Terms and conditions apply. 
   
                ^^ Sat & Sun 08:00am to 16:00pm (GMT+2) 
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                Thank you for visiting FP Markets

            

            
                The website www.fpmarkets.com is operated by First Prudential Markets PTY Ltd an entity that is not established in the EU or regulated by an EU National Competent Authority. The entity falls outside the EU regulatory framework i.e. MiFID II and there is no provision for an Investor Compensation Scheme. Read T & Cs

                Please confirm, that the decision was made independently at your own exclusive initiative and that no solicitation or recommendation has been made by FP Markets or any other entity within the group.
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